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Dip Powder: Three years after completing 
nail school in 1997, Denise Gottschalk 
discovered acrylic dip systems. The fast 
application and nearly next-to-no-learning 
curve inspired her to incorporate the tech-
nique into her menu, and she's been o�er-
ing the service ever since.

Press On: In 1954, Fred Slack, a dentist, 
broke his �ngernail at work, and created an 
arti�cial nail as a realistic-looking temporary 
replacement. After experiments with di�er-
ent materials to perfect his invention, he 
and his brother, Tom, patented a successful 
version and started the company Patti Nails.

Acrylic:  Egyptian women used to wear really long fake 
nails. But, not to have a pretty manicure. They wore them 
as a status symbol. Some materials they were made of 
were bones, ivory and even gold. If only nails could be 
made of gold; we’d be rich!

Hybrid: A true hybrid between hard gel and acrylic, 
Gelish's PolyGel was inspired by a desire to create a 
product that keeps everything nail techs like about 
acrylic and hard gel systems while removing the 
aspects they don't like, according to creator Danny 
Haile.

Gel: While the physical gels involve physi-
cal bonds, chemical gelation involves 
covalent bonds. The �rst quantitative 
theories of chemical gelation were 
formulated in the 1940s by Flory and 
Stockmayer

What are the outcomes of doingn 
nails daily?

What started in nails?

Believe it or not people have been manicuring their nails for more than 5000 years. Nobility in 
Babylonia used solid gold tools to mani-pedi. According to a Ming Dynasty manuscript, nail 
polish has a history dating back even further, to 3000 BC when nail color indicated one's social 
status. According to an article from a well-known lifestyle magazine, nail care can be traced as 
far back as the time of the ancient Babylonian. Men from ancient Babylonia were known to 
manicure and color their nails using kohl, which is a powder that has been used since the an-
cient times for cosmetic purposes.
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